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Introduction

In this paper, I shall deal with some of the themes relating to the
gradual evolution of the conspicuous identity of Islamic architecture
from the time of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) ti11 approximately the
end of the first period of the Abbasid state (861 AC/247 H). It was
during this period that Islamic architecture really matured. It reached
its pinnacle in both technical and conceptual terms. It finally attained
such qualities as artistic comprehensive excellence, universality,
internationalism and profundity ofstyles and meanings that reflected
unparalleled genius, innovation and creativity. The end of the first
period of the Abbasid state has been pinpointed as the final phase in
the evolution of the total identity ofIslamic architecture as we know
it today for several reasons. The following two reasons perhaps are
most significant.

Firstly, the leadership of the development of the Islamic state
and Islamic civilization while swinging towards the Abbasids and
Iraq and Iran appeared to have completed a full natural cycle, having
hitherto been under the custody firstly of the rightly-guided caliphs
(al-Khulafa .al-Rashidun) principally in Madinah and then under the
custody of the Umayyads in Syria. It was not by chance that the
cycle occurred right in the lands which were destined to serve as the
nucleus ofIslam from its inception and during nearly each subsequent
Islamic generation and period with all major parties, political and
religious, playing their roles and making contributions. By and large,
the end of the first period of the Abbasid state is also considered the
end of the most prosperous period of the long Abbasid rule, as well
as the end of one of the most glorious eras of Islam's cosmopolitan
civilization. It stands to reason that the development of Islamic
architecture towards the end of the same period was at its zenith
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